STORAGE SOLUTIONS FOR SURVEILLANCE & SECURITY

Intelligent Storage: The Foundation of the
New Surveillance & Security Infrastructure

SURVEILLANCE & SECURITY IS TRANSFORMING

and requires a new infrastructure to support it. Storage is no longer peripheral; it is the foundation.
Surveillance camera technology is changing. With higher
resolutions, multiple sensors, and more processing
moving onto the cameras themselves, not only are they
producing significantly more data, but they’ve also become
sophisticated network devices that will fundamentally
change the architecture moving forward. These new
cameras are producing 566 petabytes of data a day, and by
2019 that number is expected to jump to 2.5 Exabytes daily.
Retention times are increasing. In addition to expanded
judicial requirements, protection against litigation is
driving many companies and municipalities to hang onto
surveillance data for years vs. days. One other key factor
is the increased adoption of analytical applications, which
derive increasing value as they look at behaviors built
over longer periods of time.
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more
>> Learn
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Analytics are becoming more sophisticated. The goal is
to move results closer to real time so that we can prevent
incidents from happening rather than just understand who
committed them. There is the merging of live surveillance
data with physical security such as access control. Audio
data, as well as information from other types of sensors,
is being incorporated to understand more about the
environment being observed. Perhaps the biggest shift is
that a larger and larger percentage of analytics is being used
to extract business value from the data, helping to increase
revenues and improve logistics, shifting the surveillance and
security infrastructure from a cost center into an investment.
All these factors combine to create a dramatic shift in the
industry and architecture needed to support it. Storage
is no longer a peripheral; it is the foundation of the new
surveillance & security infrastructure.

Quantum Storage: The Foundation of the New Surveillance & Security Infrastructure

VIDEO STORAGE

High-performance, multi-tier
storage solutions for enabling
productivity and efficiency

EXTENDED STORAGE

Massively scalable storage
systems for safely preserving
an organization’s most
strategic data assets

VIDEO ARCHIVE

Highly efficient and fast
systems for protecting
an organization’s critical
operational data

CLOUD

Services that integrate
the Cloud as an on-demand,
off-premise storage location
for backup and archive

The New Surveillance & Security Infrastructure
ANY COMBINATION OF:
FIXED CAMERAS

VIDEO MANAGEMENT

BODY-WORN CAMERAS

EVIDENCE MANAGEMENT

VEHICLE CAMERAS

VIDEO ANALYTICS

SINGLE FILE SYSTEM
MOVEMENT BETWEEN TIERS

PERFORMANCE

HIGHESTPERFORMANCE
PRIMARY DISK
COST
COST

HIGH-CAPACITY
SECONDARY DISK

HIGH-CAPACITY
FILE-BASED TAPE

Capacity
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CLOUD STORAGE

Performance

Low-Cost Capacity

Access

 Supports higher resolutions,

 Tiered solution delivers total

 Data accessibility as easy as using

 Balances performance, capacity,

 Allows users to get information

increased camera & sensor
counts, real-time analytics

 Utilizes Quantum’s file system

specifically designed for managing
video-based data

capacity more cost effectively
and cost within each tier

 Scalable to grow with your

requirements

 Leaves project $ for the other

tools to accomplish the mission

a C: drive

when needed, no matter what tier
of storage it is on, minimizing IT
intervention

 Keeps security & law enforcement

professionals focused on your
mission of protecting people &
property, not managing data

more
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quantum.com/video-surveillance
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Storage Built for the Challenges
of Surveillance and Security
City Surveillance
Whether video content is being ingested from cameras
monitoring traffic and intersections, or surveying
parks, town squares, or transportation hubs, it’s
important to have high-quality data you can rely on. An
intelligent storage solution that can consolidate and
replicate this data seamlessly is crucial in successfully
managing and accessing video from multiple sources
without the need for disparate data centers. It’s also
important for a city surveillance storage solution to
manage 1000s of cameras, and this requires a highperformance storage solution that will ultimately
help you keep an eye on city activities, preventing
suspicious activity before it happens.
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Law Enforcement

Retail

One of the biggest challenges in law enforcement
is the prevalence of data collection. Video is being
captured from a number of different sources,
which include video from traffic cameras, building
security, dash and body-worn cameras, sally ports,
interview rooms, and jail intake areas, just to name
a few. Consolidating all of this video is only part
of the problem. An intelligent multi-tier storage
solution will offer immediate and direct access
to video, allowing police officers to quickly gather
evidence for present and past cases as well as help
simplify the management process of their video.

Retailers are now using real-time customer
insights to look past loss prevention and
combine the intelligence gathered from
analytics to monitor shopper behavior,
integrate intel with their POS systems, and
even push targeted digital signage content
to a certain customer demographic. This
analytic integration into other key retail
use cases is leading to an accumulation of
data, and having intelligent storage will help
integrate data from multiple sources into one
comprehensive infrastructure.
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Storage Built for the Challenges
of Surveillance and Security
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Transportation

Education

Cameras ingesting high-resolution video from
transportation use cases require sophisticated
and intelligently built storage solutions.
Data that’s focused on transportation is
complex because of the sheer number of
cameras capturing video in constant motion.
Transportation hubs need a high-performance
storage solution that’s able to handle fullres video streams integrated with real-time
analytics going at 100%. A storage solution
that can meet these requirements enables IT
and security managers to easily leverage data
to move from insight to action.

A common problem within the security and
surveillance departments of educational
institutions is the campus-wide consolidation of
video. Whether video is coming from fixed cameras
monitoring perimeters and building entrances,
or campus police wearing on-body cameras, it’s
crucial to have video storage you can depend on.
When a threat is present on campus, there’s no
time to deal with complex data management—
that’s why Quantum’s storage solution enables
immediate access to data, that is as easy to
manage as looking at a document on a C: Drive.

Video Surveillance Products
BODY CAMERAS, MOBILE CAMERAS, AND FIXED CAMERAS

Video Ingest Network
Scale out

XCELLIS APPLICATION
DIRECTOR & QXS STORAGE

VMS SERVER / NVR 1

VMS SERVER / NVR 2...

Block-based NTFS iSCSI, SAS, and FC Options
VMS Server / Network Video Recorder
Various Connectivity Options

XCELLIS APPLICATION
DIRECTOR & QXS STORAGE
Block-based NTFS iSCSI, SAS, and FC Options
VMS Server / Network Video Recorder

QUANTUM SCALAR
LTO TAPE LIBRARIES
Automated Policy-Based Tiering
(On-Premise, Off-Premise & Cloud)

QUANTUM QXS
HYBRID STORAGE

• Near-line Tape Archive
• AES 256-Bit Encryption
• WORM
• Off-line Vaulting
• Data Integrity Validation

Block-based NTFS iSCSi FC Options
Primary Storage Solution

QUANTUM ARTICO
ARCHIVE GATEWAY

QUANTUM Q-CLOUD

StorNext 5 HA Scale-out NAS
Archive Storage Solution

• Public
• Private (Lattus-enabled)
• Extended Near-line

XCELLIS
VMS-initiated
data movement
Existing VS Storage

StorNext 5 HA Scale-out Converged Primary Storage
16Gb FC Channel SAN
10GbE & 1GbE NAS Options (NFS / SMB)
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QXS™ Hybrid Storage
Traditionally in surveillance and security systems, storage
solutions have had to trade off between cost, manageability,
reliability, and performance. Acquiring a storage system that
had the performance needed was very expensive and often
very difficult to manage. With less-expensive storage systems,
performance was often inadequate and the reliability questionable.
Having a storage system that was high performing, highly reliable,
easy to manage, and securely expandable while staying within
budget was seen as a pipe dream. That is, until now.

Xcellis Workflow Storage
Xcellis™ optimizes security and surveillance infrastructures and
shared access by combining functions that were formerly provided
by separate components into a compact, space- and energysaving solution. Xcellis manages high-speed disk for the most
demanding workflows, multi-protocol SAN and LAN client access,
single-pane-of-glass management and monitoring, and automatic
data movement to low-cost storage such as cloud, object, and filebased tape. Xcellis maximizes operational and workflow efficiency
and reduces the cost of data storage.
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Artico

Q-Cloud Archive

Upgrading storage capabilities while
also satisfying budgetary restrictions
is a challenging part of building a
comprehensive storage infrastructure.
Instead of replacing your pre-existing
storage system, why not build onto it?
Artico™ offers an easy, non-disruptive
choice for adding Quantum tape, Q-Cloud™
Archive, and Lattus™ scale-out storage to
an existing security environment.

Q-Cloud Archive is designed to support
flexible and short-term storage
requirements for security and law
enforcement professionals that want to
access additional capacity on a moment’s
notice without capital expenditure or
infrastructure deployments. It supports
immediate access to video with no bandwidth
restrictions. Whether you’re taking on new
body camera video, CCTV infrastructure is
growing faster than expected, or building out
a new security initiative, StorNext Q-Cloud
Archive provides infrastructure flexibility that
eliminates capital expenditure, data center
space and cooling, and admin costs.

Scalar Libraries
Scalar® libraries are the intelligent choice
for surveillance and security professionals
looking to archive video that requires
long-term data retention. Proactive and
automated monitoring and management
reduces administration time and service
interruptions, keeping IT staff focused on
key business objectives.

Q-Cloud Vault
Security and law enforcement professionals
can use Q-Cloud Vault for long-term
preservation of rarely accessed video that
would otherwise occupy valuable capacity in
more accessible storage tiers. From longterm legal requirements to compliancebased retention of video surveillance
to video-based data used for business
analytics, Q-Cloud Vault is an affordable,
off-site, deep archive that is secure, easy to
implement, and easy to use.
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Fixed Camera Architecture
Stationary camera solutions are used for monitoring
public and commercial buildings, transit stations,
and ports, among other venues. With today’s highresolution and multi-sensor camera technology,
video images can be captured and transmitted from
thousands of points within a metropolitan area,
covering a larger viewing area with a deeper level of
detail than ever before.

more
>> Learn
quantum.com/video-surveillance
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But while capturing more detailed surveillance
information helps professionals safeguard the
people and property they are entrusted to protect,
it also creates an ongoing set of performance and
retention challenges. Quantum has developed a
disk-only architecture and five multi-tier reference
architectures for 50, 100, 250, 500, 1,000, and 10,000
camera systems.

Video Ingest Network
Scale out

XCELLIS APPLICATION
DIRECTOR & QXS STORAGE

VMS SERVER / NVR 1

VMS SERVER / NVR 2...

Block-based NTFS iSCSI, SAS, and FC Options
VMS Server / Network Video Recorder
Various Connectivity Options

QUANTUM SCALAR
LTO TAPE LIBRARIES
Automated Policy-Based Tiering
(On-Premise, Off-Premise & Cloud)

XCELLIS APPLICATION
DIRECTOR & QXS STORAGE

• Near-line Tape Archive
• AES 256-Bit Encryption
• WORM
• Off-line Vaulting
• Data Integrity Validation

Block-based NTFS iSCSI, SAS, and FC Options
VMS Server / Network Video Recorder
Primary Storage Solution

XCELLIS

StorNext 5 HA Scale-out Converged Primary Storage
16Gb FC Channel SAN
10GbE & 1GbE NAS Options (NFS / SMB)

QUANTUM Q-CLOUD

• Public
• Private (Lattus-enabled)
• Extended Near-line
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Gateway Architecture
Quantum’s gateway architecture provides a simple path
for expanding storage capacity in existing installations,
utilizing the Artico appliance as a target. The solution
provides the benefits of a tiered infrastructure with
existing storage environments, allowing for storage
extension without having to deal with forklift upgrades.
Over time, older technology can be retired, and
additional primary storage can be built out utilizing
Quantum’s tiered architecture. Artico offers an easy,
non-disruptive choice for adding Quantum tape,
Q-Cloud Archive, and Lattus scale-out storage to an
existing security environment for VMS archival.

more
>> Learn
quantum.com/video-surveillance
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Video Ingest Network

Scale out

VMS SERVER / NVR 1

VMS SERVER / NVR 2

VMS SERVER / NVR 3

Various Connectivity Options
VMS-initiated data movement

Existing VS Storage

QUANTUM ARTICO
ARCHIVE GATEWAY
StorNext 5 HA Scale-out NAS
Archive Storage Solution

Automated Policy-Based Tiering
(On-Premise, Off-Premise & Cloud)

QUANTUM SCALAR
LTO TAPE LIBRARIES
• Near-line Tape Archive
• AES 256-Bit Encryption
• WORM
• Off-line Vaulting
• Data Integrity Validation

QUANTUM Q-CLOUD
• Public
• Private (Lattus-enabled)
• Extended Near-line
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Mobile Camera Storage Architecture
Simple to deploy and manage, Quantum’s mobile
camera architecture offers flexible options for data
retention and access, including integration with full
evidence management infrastructures. No matter the
size of the agency, you can select from a mix of onpremise high-performance disk for immediate access
along with on-premise archive, or off-premise cloud
storage (or both) that allows the user to build a directly
accessible solution, without the need for IT intervention,
delivering the lowest cost per day of retention.

more
>> Learn
quantum.com/video-surveillance
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Scale out

DOCKING SERVER 1

DOCKING SERVER 2

DOCKING SERVER 3

QUANTUM SCALAR
LTO TAPE LIBRARIES

LAN
Automated Policy-Based Tiering
(On-Premise, Off-Premise & Cloud)

• Near-line Tape Archive
• AES 256-Bit Encryption
• WORM
• Off-line Vaulting
• Data Integrity Validation

QUANTUM Q-CLOUD
XCELLIS

StorNext 5 HA Scale-out Converged
Primary Storage
16Gb FC Channel SAN
10GbE & 1GbE NAS Options (NFS / SMB)

• Public
• Private (Lattus-enabled)
• Extended Near-line
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Calgary Police
Faced with managing content for a new body-camera program, the
Calgary Police Service prepared themselves for a massive influx of new
surveillance video. The new cameras generated 2.3 gigabytes per hour, or
18.4 gigabytes per shift, meaning the IT team would need to build a new
solution to handle the almost one petabyte of video content the department
would soon be managing. By adding StorNext Scale-out Storage, they were
able to partition their library and add automated tiering for a high-capacity,
economical, and highly scalable surveillance solution—all at half the price
of expanding their existing disk-only solution. All the body-camera video is
ingested directly into a StorNext environment, landing on Quantum highperformance disk where it’s kept for 30 days. In the background, StorNext
automatically creates two copies of the files on tape. One stays in the library
archive. The second is moved off-site. StorNext allows users to view any
files through a single, file-system interface, whether they are on disk or
tape, and it will allow the department to manage over four petabytes of data
with only 240TB of disk.
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Our Unique Value
For security and law enforcement
professionals who are facing the challenges
created by more cameras, higher
resolutions, and increasingly complex
analytics, Quantum’s surveillance & security
solutions are an intelligent, scalable
storage platform that provide a simple-tomanage foundation, which can grow under
a single file system, designed specifically
for video applications.
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Unlike IT-centric solutions with their
expense and data management complexity,
or isolated surveillance appliances, our
tiered storage platform provides the total
usable capacity for less of the overall
budget, allowing security professionals to
invest more in other tools that successfully
accomplish their mission of keeping people
and property safe.

How Tiering Extends Your Budget

VMS

VMS

22%

55-60%
27-33%

OTHER
PROVIDER

QUANTUM

NO TRADE-OFFS ON CAMERAS, RESOLUTION, OR RETENTION

Learn more at
quantum.com/video-surveillance
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ABOUT QUANTUM
Quantum is a leading expert in scale-out storage, archive and data protection,
providing solutions for sharing, preserving and accessing digital assets over the
entire data lifecycle. From small businesses to major enterprises, more than 100,000
customers have trusted Quantum to address their most demanding data workflow
challenges. With Quantum, customers can be certain they have the end-to-end
storage foundation to maximize the value of their data by making it accessible
whenever and wherever needed, retaining it indefinitely and reducing total cost and
complexity. See how at www.quantum.com/customerstories.
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